SCI-FI CREATURE CLASSICS – 4 MOVIE SET
Classic Sci-Fi Four Pack!
20 Million Miles to Earth
On its way home from Venus, a U.S. Army rocket ship crashes into the sea of Sicily leaving
Colonel Calder the sole survivor...or so it seems. A sealed container is also recovered from the
wreck and, when a zoologist and his granddaughter open it, the gelatinous mass inside
escapes. Overnight, it grows into a horrific monster that has doubled in size. In desperation,
Calder calls in the Army to help fight the monster but it will take more than man's weapons to
fight the evil forces and save the world from destruction.
The Giant Claw
Global chaos erupts when an enormous bird from outer space ventures to earth and begins
killing scores of innocent. Four times faster than sound, the bird is bigger than a battleship and
surrounded by an invisible radar-resistant shield which repels existing destructive devices. It’s a
race against time for scientists Mitch MacAfee and Sally Caldwell to devise a weapon against
this abominable creature before it obliterates the United States.
It Came From Beneath the Sea
A giant, radioactive octopus makes the deadly mistake of attacking Navy Captain Pete Mathews'
submarine, prompting the bold commander to pursue the monstrous beast across the Pacific
Ocean before it attacks anyone else. But as the military races to develop a special torpedo that
will penetrate the mutated octopus's brain and destroy it, the eight armed monstrosity suddenly
discovers how to survive on land, wreaking havoc first on San Francisco
Mothra
Members of a Japanese expedition to a heavily-radiated island find two tiny, beautiful girls and
take them home for observation. When the girls are taken off the island, a mysterious egg
hatches, producing a gargantuan moth which destroys everything in its path as it searches for
the girls.
•

Star Power: William Hopper, Joan Taylor, Frank Puglia and more!

•

20 Million Miles To Earth showcases Ray Harryhausen's signature special effects as seen in
Jason and the Argonauts, The 7th Voyage of Sinbad and Clash of the Titans. He is the
winner of the Geroge Pal Award from the Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy & Horror
Films, given to people who are an inspiration to the genre (other winners include George
Lucas and James Cameron)
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